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The Month in Review identifies the latest movements
and trends for property markets across Australia.
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Welcome to the June edition of Month In Review

At present, the subject gaining most notice
is interest rates. While there are plenty of
articles already devoted to the subject, I think a
discussion around potential outcomes from rising
interest rates is warranted.
In May, the RBA increased the cash rate to 0.35
per cent, which was a 0.25 per cent basis point
rise and the first increase since November 2010.
At its June meeting the RBA again increased the
base rate – this time by 0.5 per cent to reach a
new figure of 0.85 per cent.
While rate rises were telegraphed by the RBA,
households already struggling with rising
inflation, cost of living challenges and lagging
wage growth are concerned about what’s to
come.
Let’s dig a little deeper on how rate rises will
manifest and move markets beyond the emotional
drivers of fear or confidence.
The current rate setting should be entirely
manageable by most households with 2.5 to 3.0
per cent rate buffers already factored in during
the loan approval process. Add in the reported
uptick in household savings since early 2020,

Let’s dig a little deeper on how rate rises will manifest and move
markets beyond the emotional drivers of fear or confidence.
plus those who paid down extra on their loans
in recent years, and most families will have
adequate financial cushioning to assist in the
short term.
The larger concern is around future rate rises –
specifically, we want to know how long, how often
and how high.
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Australia’s property markets are far more
complex than most realise, although prices can be
directed in the short term by either confidence or
fear. As such, single issues play out prominently
if they’re garnering attention across media and
other outlets.

Indications are we’ll see more rises this year with
many expecting the RBA to remain aggressive in
response to strong inflation. Another 0.5 per cent
rate rise would see a $133 per month repayment
increase for the average variable-loan borrower
with a $500,000 debt. Given the average annual
income in Australia is around $77,000, that is a
sizable hit to the monthly take home pay of many.
So, I’m convinced interest rate increases will
hit different sectors in different ways, but the
general fallout will be less dramatic than has
been posited by some commentators.
For example, mature property owners with
lending in place will, in general, have more
than enough buffer to ride out the rises.
On the flipside younger borrowers are
faced with a dilemma. While real estate
prices are softening, they’ll also need
to deal with losing a larger chunk of
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There’s one thing uncertainty in the current market makes clear
– anyone formulating important property decisions without
professional assistance is at real financial risk.

That said, there are strategies available to most.
For example, don’t be surprised to see an increase
in the number of aspirant property buyers
deciding to live in the family home a little longer
while they build their careers, and first property
deposits.
In the commercial space interest rate increases
play directly to the bottom line. There is rising
activity in the office leasing space (at least for
Prime and A-Grade floor areas), while industrial
remains a hotly contested market among buyers
and tenants. Some owners in both these sectors
should be able to absorb and/or pass on rising
costs to tenants when negotiating leases. In retail,
the landscape remains more challenging.

the country report on local-level market
conditions as we reach the year’s halfway point.
In the office property section, discussion is
around new construction and refurbishment
options, and how they’re affecting local markets
overall.
Finally, our rural specialists deliver a masterclass
in monitoring their sectors for signs of peaking
prices.
Please enjoy our June issue of Month In Review.
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their relatively low income to loan repayments. If
they are planning to buy, they’re also facing more
rigorous loan servicing calculations.
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There’s one thing uncertainty in the current
market makes clear – anyone formulating
important property decisions without professional
assistance is at real financial risk. You need an
expert’s guiding hand. Preferably one who’s
watching these fast-changing markets daily, but
can also assist you with long-term plans.
That’s why Herron Todd White advisors are such a
valuable addition to your team.
The June edition of Month In Review sees our
experts deliver a range of information about all
major market sectors.
Herron Todd White’s residential valuers around
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Half time. What’s the score?
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Many people are feeling a touch queasy at the moment.

A lot of property owners were sitting pretty earlier
this year. Real estate prices were up, interest rates
down, there were plenty of buyers plus there the
pandemic felt less significant.
But then it all caught up in short shrift.
International security tensions have driven up
energy prices. Existing supply line delays and
manufacturing standstills were magnified.
Australia’s annual CPI inflation reached 5.1 per
cent in the March quarter with the rising cost of
living putting a dampener on our normally sunny
dispositions. Building cost blowouts have continued
as well. It saw the RBA increase the cash rate in
May by 0.25 per cent, then again by 0.5 per cent
earlier this month with every indication there’s
more to come.
That said, Australia continues to see some rays of
sunshine. For example, we are reopening to the
world. That means more visitors and new Aussies

to bolster the economy, fill job vacancies and boost
our international stature.
But the upshot is obvious – there are mixed drivers
pushing local markets in varying directions.
Depending what property you own and where it is,
the outcomes could be vastly different.
This is the exact environment when independent,
expert guidance is essential… (cue a Herron Todd
White heroic theme song…Face-Grin)
To assist, we’ve asked our residential teams
from coast to coast to deliver their half-time
assessments of markets across the nation.
Kicked off by executive director Drew Hendrey, his
national address is full of astute observations.
Then, our local teams have dived in with gusto
covering a wide range of population centres. In
addition, many of our valuers have added an outlook
on what’s to come over the remainder of 2022 – a
brave endeavour when events are moving so quickly.
For our commercial property readers, this month
sees a focus on the office sector. It’s an investment
type that’s undergone extraordinary change over
the past two years. The great population shift away
from traditional commercial centres has meant any

successful landlord needed to adapt quickly.
Herron Todd White associate director Edward
Cox sets out his national view of office markets.
Our locational specialists then describe how they
see their new-build and refurb office sectors
performing both now and in the coming months.
Our final cohort is the formidable rural team.
They’ve provided wisdom on the various sectors
that fall under the wide descriptor that is ‘rural
property’. In addition, these specialists have
identified which measurable metrics will indicate
their market is hitting its peak. If you want to
remain prescient on rural property price direction,
this is the crew for you.
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The one-two punches are coming thick ‘n fast as we
move through the first half of 2022. Many people
are feeling a touch queasy at the moment. The onetwo punches are coming thick ‘n fast as we move
through the first half of 2022.

There it is folks, another unique document filled
with incredible info delivered straight to your
inbox. Of course, if you have specific queries which
require an expert focus, look no further than the
Herron Todd White team. A call or email will put
you in touch
with the ideal
professional
to tackle your
real estate
challenges.

But the upshot is obvious – there are mixed drivers pushing local
markets in varying directions. Depending what property you own
and where it is, the outcomes could be vastly different.
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the overall return on their asset from a lease is
still more attractive than selling and putting the
proceeds in a low interest-bearing account with
a bank. This is also allowing younger operators
to build their farming businesses around a lease
model with the view to one day purchasing the
land or providing increased scale on their existing
operations.

Southern NSW

This reduction in lease yields appears to be a
product of a number of factors, the first obviously
being the unprecedented uplift in land values.

Andrew Garnsey
Valuer
XGxgxgx
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Existing landholders have taken advantage of
their strong balance sheets due to positive income
returns along with increased equity levels and
have competed strongly for properties when they
come to the market. Values continue to rise and
finance costs are still at historic lows. However,
from a leasing perspective, the significant
increased cost of inputs, particularly fertilizer,
diesel and chemicals, has helped put a cap on rents
as cropping gross margins are tighter. Lessees
have to allow for these costs along with rent
payments when calculating a gross margin on a
leased property on a standalone basis. Although
commodity prices are currently at high levels, if
entering into a three-to-five-year arrangement,
they have to take into account the risk of prices
falling back to historic average levels as well as
the potential for the current run of above average
seasons to come to an end.
Despite the lower lease returns as a percentage
of current property values, we are seeing several
new lease agreements being struck with older farm
owners who still want to live on their properties but
are ready to let a tenant provide a low-risk income
for them whilst still benefiting from the capital
appreciation of their asset. Under this scenario,
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Northern Victoria and
Southern Riverina
Rural property valued throughout Northern
Victoria and the Southern Riverina region of
New South Wales continues to increase in value
generally due to strong demand from local farming
operations keen to increase their existing holdings
along with significant interest from the Wimmera
and Mallee regions of Western Victoria.

RURAL

As the price of arable mixed farming country in
Southern New South Wales has increased over
the past two to three years, we have not seen a
corresponding increase in rural lease rates. Market
evidence suggests that returns on rural land leases
have tightened considerably due to the significant
increase in farm prices compared to a distinct lag
in rent rate increases. The traditional rule of thumb
was that lease rates were struck anywhere between
four and five per cent of the market value of arable
dryland country depending on the level of arability,
management history (particularly lime applications)
and the length of the lease term. Up until the
past four or five years, a typical dryland cropping
property in 500 millimetre plus rainfall country
could lease for anywhere between $75 and $85
per acre on country valued in the range of $1600
to $2000 per acre. Similar types of properties are
now trading at levels anywhere between $5500 and
$7000 per acre, however recent lease negotiations
we have seen are struggling to achieve rates higher
than $100 per acre.
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We have been advised by a local agent that a large
cropping operation in the Elmore district (Victoria)
has recently sold for $31 million on a walk-in
walk-out basis with significant infrastructure and
equipment included in the sale. Analysis of the land
only component indicates the property sold for
approximately $14,000 per hectare to a purchaser
from the Wimmera region of Western Victoria.
The value of temporary water in the Goulburn
Murray Water system remains low due to the
historically high levels of water in all the main
storages as well as good rainfall across most
regions. This in turn will provide water security
for the coming 2022/23 irrigation season and
potentially increase rice and cotton production
throughout these regions. The value of permanent
high and low reliability water entitlements
throughout the Lower Basin areas is expected to
increase over the next six to twelve months as
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Many retired farmers wisely decided to retain their irrigation water entitlements when they sold their
farms, with the expectation that they would generate a tidy retirement income from the leasing of
water. The next 12 months will be a lean time for them, but will provide much needed savings for the
large number of growers who rely on leased water.

To meet the requirements of the Murray Darling
Basin Plan set to conclude in 2024, the government
may have to enter the market and purchase water
to satisfy their part of the plan. If this occurs there
could be a significant rise in value for all classes of
water soon as a result of the government entering
the market.
Oliver Boyd
Valuer

Mildura
There have been few sales of horticultural
properties in the past 12 months. Most producers
experienced lower prices and disrupted export
markets during 2021 and 2022 and this is weighing
on local sentiment. Rising input costs and
difficulties finding enough seasonal labour have
also compounded the issue.
The one cost which has decreased dramatically is
the cost of leasing water. Leasing water has proven

a wild ride for many, with the cost of leasing Murray
Zone 7 water rising from approximately $100 per
megalitre in mid 2017 to $900 per megalitre in late
2019. As of this week, the cost has reduced to $25
per megalitre as a result of full water storages and
an expectation that we are in for a wet winter.
Many retired farmers wisely decided to retain
their irrigation water entitlements when they sold
their farms, with the expectation that they would
generate a tidy retirement income from the leasing
of water. The next 12 months will be a lean time for
them, but will provide much needed savings for the
large number of growers who rely on leased water.
In contrast, demand remains hot for grazing and
cropping land and a good autumn break is expected
to see confidence levels remain bouyant.
The recent sale by auction of Dockerty Station,
via Pooncarie in south-western New South Wales,
highlights the strong demand for grazing land in
the Western Division of New South Wales, with a
sale price that equated to approximatelyy $350
per hectare. The property is relatively small, at just

under 9,000 hectares and therefore attractive as
a buildup block for nearby landholders. This price
set a new record for the district, influenced by the
relatively small size.
A further example of the strong confidence in the
pastoral sector is the sale of Bulgamarra Station,
located approximately 60 kilometres north-east
of Pooncarie in March 2022 for a price that
equates to approximately $180 per hectare. The
sale price will reflect just over $1000 per DSE,
considerably higher than other recent sales in the
surrounding area.

RURAL

demand to secure permanent water for new and
existing almond plantings continues to develop.
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A well improved mixed cropping and grazing
property located 50 kilometres north-east of
Milura sold in late 2021 and provided an insight into
dryland cropping levels in this area. The property
had been developed and managed to a high
standard, with analysis showing a rate of $1100 per
hectare for the approximately 1200 hectares of
cleared land. This confirms similar levels to those
seen in the Millewa region to the west of Mildura.
Graeme Whyte / Shane Noonan
Valuers

Toowoomba
The supply of rural property to the market
continues to remain significant. That said, a recent
indication of a very slight softening in market
sentiment could be perceived through several
properties passing in during the auction process
(albeit selling during post auction negotiations).
XGxgxgx
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This is somewhat in contrast to a run of sales
previously occurring at auction and selling well
above the pre-auction expectations.
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Mounting considerations moving forward include
rising input costs, rising borrowing costs and the
political landscape. Recently, early signs of a slight
softening of the EYCI and the generally softer
restocker demand from the southern states are
also beginning to point to a stabilisation or peaking
of the market in coming months, though at this
stage we continue to witness benchmark or strong
sales activity throughout most regions of southern
Queensland.

RURAL

Some recent sales of interest include:
◗ Rockview, Weengallon - 518 hectares for
$975,000 reflecting $1882 per hectare for
vacant land with minor improvements
◗ Bauhinia Vale, Wandoan - 609 hectares for $4.4
million reflecting $7224 per hectare improved
including 36 hectares of centre pivot irrigation
and a total of 247 megalitres of water storage
◗ Earlston, Jandowae - 256 hectares for $1.9
million reflecting $7422 per hectare improved for
mixed farming country
◗ Billabong, Condamine - 1265 hectares for $4.3
million reflecting $3399 per hectare improved for
Condamine River grazing country
◗ Bryn-Mawr South, Greenswamp via Chinchilla
- 794.13 hectares for $2.375 million at auction
reflecting $2990 per hectare for mixed grazing
country with approximately 12 gas wells providing
some compensation income.
Bart Bowen
Director
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Local expertise.
National strength.
Trusted solutions.
Herron Todd White is Australia’s
leading independent property
valuation and advisory group. For
more than 50 years, we’ve helped our
customers make the most of their
property assets by providing sound
valuations and insightful analytical
advice.
With offices in every capital city,
most regional centres and right
across rural Australia, we are where
you are. Our valuers work in the
property market every day, providing
professional services for all classes
of property including commercial,
industrial, retail, rural and residential.
Herron Todd White is Australian
owned and operated. With directors
who are owners in the business,
our team has a personal stake in
providing you with the best service
possible.
Liability limited by a scheme
approved under Professional
Standards Legislation.

TALK TO YOUR LOCAL EXPERT
Commercial
NT

Terry.roth@htw.com.au

SA

Chris.Winter@htw.com.au

QLD

Alistair.Weir@htw.com.au

ACT

Scott.Russell@htw.com.au

VIC

Jason.Stevens@htw.com.au

WA

Matt.Tanner@htw.com.au

NSW

Angeline.Mann@htw.com.au

TAS

Andrew.Peck@htw.com.au

Residential
NT

Will.johnson@htw.com.au

SA

Jarrod.Harper@htw.com.au

QLD

David.Notley@htw.com.au

ACT

Angus.Howell@htw.com.au

VIC

Perron.king@htw.com.au

WA

Brendon.Ptolomey@htw.com.au

NSW

Matt.Halse@htw.com.au

TAS

Andrew.Peck@htw.com.au

Rural
NT

Frank.Peacocke@htw.com.au

SA

Graeme.Whyte@htw.com.au

QLD

Will.McLay@htw.com.au

ACT

Scott.Fuller@htw.com.au

VIC

Graeme.Whyte@htw.com.au

WA

David.Abel@htw.com.au

NSW

Angus.Ross@htw.com.au

TAS

Graeme.Whyte@htw.com.au

Telephone 1300 880 489
admin@htw.com.au
htw.com.au

